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The availability of an entire plant genome allows
for many new insights into areas such as chromo-
some architecture, gene transfer from organelles,
frequency and position of transposable elements,
and evolutionary relationships. The task of sequen-
cing an entire genome still remains formidable,
however the relative ease and precision of sequen-
cing and the efficiency of subsequent annotation
and organization have allowed for the development
of substantial EST databases for a growing number
of plant species, including tomato. Although the
available sequence information is substantial, it still
falls short of encompassing all species of interest.
Therefore, it is important to ask to what extent can
the available sequence resources be exploited for
functional or structural genomic analysis in addi-
tional species for which less information (and
resources) are currently available.

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) has long
served as the model system for examining climac-
teric fruit ripening. Years of scientific investigation
have resulted in substantial information and genetic
resources for studying the biology of this agrono-
mically important plant, including recently devel-
oped genomics tools. The advent of microarray
technology now allows for the expansion from
traditional platforms of forward and reverse genet-
ics on a single gene basis to encompass the behavior
of thousands of genes simultaneously. We have
constructed a cDNA microarray for analysis of
tomato fruit ripening and development. A fruit
development gene statement profile is currently
being created to establish a baseline of gene
statement throughout development, with emphasis
on ripening. We have also provided a description of

a 9200 element array that will be available to the
general public in March of 2002 (http://bti.cornell.
edu/CGEP/CGEP.html). Additionally, we have
demonstrated the potential use of tomato micro-
arrays for genomics applications in other members
of the Solanaceae family. Hybridization of leaf and
fruit cDNA probes to tomato microarrays were
employed to assess the potential utilization of this
tool for gene statement profiling in tobacco, potato,
petunia, pepper, and eggplant. Past work examining
genome organization within the Solanaceae has
shown that potato and tomato differ by only a few
paracentric inversions, and although more re-
arrangements are evident between pepper and
tomato, there is still substantial interspecies hybrid-
ization. This work, in addition to other studies in
tomato, pepper, and potato have established the
Solanaceae has having the best-characterized dicot
comparative map. Our preliminary statement ana-
lysis using tomato microarrays and hybridization
probes derived from widely related species confirm
that tomato genomics tools will be broadly applic-
able across the Solanaceae. A majority of genes
yielding a signal with tomato probes also yielded a
signal with probes derived from potato, pepper,
eggplant, tobacco and petunia. Gene statement data
novel to each species was also detected. Global gene
statement data, coupled with existing mapping data
and corresponding proteome, metabolome and phy-
siological variation among developmental stages or
phenotypes will eventually provide specific targets
for genetic manipulation in tomato, as well as other
members of the family Solanaceae, yielding greater
understanding of plant development and molecular
tools for crop improvement.
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